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Editorial
At the time of writing, if you should ask me who my favourite photographer is, without
hesitation, I would say the name of the featured artist: she's the capturer of the essence.
Can't wait till her next exhibition in England, where ever it is!
As well as the great photography, there's her educational initiatives also. Concerning
these, for me, she's a spiritual descendent of one of the great polymaths of the 19 th
century, Nana Asma'u; an earlier heroine of mine, who also came from northern Nigeria.
Surely, the endeavours of Nana Asma'u, have inspired the projects of her younger, fellow
sister in faith and vision.
From Nigeria, I am happy to present to you, AISHA AUGIE-KUTA.
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
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If you find yourself on a path that hasn't been walked on, believe in yourself and just keep
pushing on.
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from Inspired By Glory

Zaria
I was born in Zaria, Kaduna State in April, 1980. I am from Kebbi State but I was fortunate
to live and travel all over Nigeria as a child. As an undergraduate, I ended up in Zaria
again to study Mass Communication in 1997.
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from article by Victor Gotevbe
Vanguard
Jan. 2012

Abuja
Aisha currently runs the Photo Cafe and is the founder of The Centre for Art and Creative
Talent (CACT) in Abuja, Nigeria.
from Aisha Augie-Kuta

New York
Augie-Kuta has certificates in digital film making from the New York Film Academy and
curating contemporary art exhibitions from the Chelsea College of Arts, London, UK.
from Wikipedia
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Breast Cancer
Mrs. Augie-Kuta...has won awards for her photo-documentary series on several subjects
such as on the home life of migrating Fulani women as well as on breast cancer survivors.
from The Whistle
Dec. 2016

Sickle Cell
Photography is the best medium to grab the attention of people and society. I use it for
different causes; from support for cancer to sickle cell, poverty alleviation and
entreupreneur development
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from article by Victor Gotevbe
Vanguard
Jan. 2012

Addiction
Award-winning artist and photographer, Aisha Augie-Kuta, would be holding her first solo
exhibition, Alternative Evil, November 13 at the IICD CENTER, Maitama, Abuja. The mixed
media artworks, according to the exhibition’s curator, Nduwhite Ahanonu, will explore the effects
of smokeless tobacco, tobacco smoking and the new fad of smoking electronic cigarettes (ecigarettes) called ‘vaping’.Ms. Augie-Kuta disclosed that her interest on the subject stemmed

from her personal work with teenagers of which 90 per cent of them between the ages of
14 and 19 find the idea of smoking ‘cool’ until it evolves into an addiction.
from article by Onyinwe Muomah
Premier Times
Sept.2014
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Advocate
Augie-Kuta was sworn in as a UNICEF High-Level Women Advocate on Education with a
focus on girls and young women.
from Wikipedia

Mentor
It also feels successful to find that the people I have mentored in the past are doing
excellently well on their own.
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from article by Inspired By Glory - Guardian Woman - June 2016

Dreamer
I also have a foundation called The Centre for Arts and Creative Talents, and we have an
initiative for young kids, adults and the elderly too, which is the never too late initiative as
we believe you are never too old to follow your dreams.
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from article by Olushola Pacheco - Whoot Africa - Sept. 2017
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President
Indeed, what a man can do as it is said, a woman can do better. Aisha in her career is
living this out as the current president of the Photowagon, Nigeria, a group that supports
photography and emerging photographers.
from article by Victor Gotevbe
Vanguard
Jan. 2012
She is also the Vice-President, Women in Film and Television in Nigeria (WIFTIN), the
West African chapter of the US based network.
from UpClosed

Consultant
Aisha Augie-Kuta is a photographer and media consultant based in Northern Nigeria.
from SMW Lagos

Assistant
The Kebbi State Governor, Senator Abubakar Atiku Bagudu, has appointed photojournalist
and filmmaker, Aisha Augie-Kuta, as his senior special assistant on media.
from article by Omar Akor
Daily Trust
Dec.2015
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Exhibitions
Nigeria
England
America
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Inspired
I gain a lot of inspiration from nature and this has been my guiding force with whatever
image I make.
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from article by Alafuro Sikoki-Coleman
Art Base Africa
2018
I am inspired by life, I am inspired by learning, I am drawn towards knowledge and when I
take a photograph of something, I ask a million questions.
Aisha Augie-Kuta
from article by Olushola Pacheco
Whoot Africa
Sept. 2017

Sister
Photographer of the Year:The Sisterhood Awards by Mo Abudu - 2014
Winner: British Council Through-My-Eyes - 2014
Guardian of the Nation: Awarded by the President of Nigeria, The Future
Awards Best 100 - 2013
Nominee: Media & Arts, Abuja Young Entrepreneurs (AYE) Awards - 2013
Nominee: Media & Arts, Abuja Young Entrepreneurs (AYE) Awards - 2012
1 of 50 @ 50 Nigerian Women: The Journey So Far. Published book and 50th
Independence celebrations of Nigeria
Winner: Creative Artist of the Year, The Future Awards - 2011
Nominee: Female Photographer of the Year, ELOY Awards - 2011
Associate: Nigeria Leadership Initiative, Class of May - 2011
from Aisha Augie-Kuta
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A Conversation with Sis
to NANA ASMA'U
Two young Muslim women, sitting either end of a sofa, with their legs stretched on
it, are buzzing with conversation. It is evening – and their faces, notebooks and the
Qu’ranic inscription on the wall, are lit by a table lamp and a few candles.
Faduumo: It would be good to have a sitaat session for Nana Asma’u, our Nigerian
heroine. My aunties have told me of them. If ever I get the chance to go to Somalia –
insha’Allah - I’ve got to go to at least one of those gatherings. They are all-female
sessions – to bless an imminent birth, prospective bride, or the birthday of Prophet
Muhammed. They gather and sing songs to the first women of our faith, such as Mama
Eve, Mary and Fatima. The women bring poetry and songs, incense and perfume, popcorn
and Turkish delight, tea and coffee, to praise God and the first women – and to celebrate
each other.
Lights go down on that side of the stage, while another is highlighted. In this
scenario, we see a group of seated women, singing in unison. Two of their number
are tapping tambourines, while one beats softly on a drum. Another wanders
around the room, sprinkling perfume here and there: incense is in the air.
Faduumo: I was thinking we could have something like that for Nana Asma’u – where her
poetry could be recited and sang.
Ayesha: Yes! That’s a great idea. Got to add that to the list! (she scribbles away). And
its called Sitaat? Yes, that makes sense, from Sitt, meaning lady.
Faduumo: That’s it! And as well as the poetry that our heroine wrote, I thought it’d be
good to give attendees the opportunity to share any of their writings and songs about Nana
– or other heroines of our faith. Open mic session – Islamic women’s style! (They both
laugh).
Ayesha: Perfect! Let’s do it! I’d like to read Lamentation for Aisha.
Faduumo: And I’ll read one of those for her brother.....probably, Elegy for Bello.
Ayesha: That’s settled then! (They touch fists in contented confirmation). So if we’re
thinking of this as the Year of Nana Asma’u, that might be a good feature for Mrach –
International Women’s Day.
Faduumo: Yes, why not! By the way, Crystal Campbell from Community FM got back to
me to - said she’d be happy to do an interview with us, in the first week of January.
Ayesha: Fantastic! That’s the kind of publicity push we need, right at the beginning.
Faduumo: Let’s celebrate with a drink of hibiscus! My mother left me a jug of it in the

fridge. You know its lovely to look at, to smell and to drink. I’ll be back in a minute.
(Faduumo exits, while Aisha makes a note in her pad. Faduumo soon returns).
Fadummo: (Carrying a full glass jug and two glasses) Look at it. You know its going to
be good for you! (She pours a portion for each of them. Then they clink glasses,
saying ‘’bismallah’’. They sit for a few moments in silence, relishing the red elixir).
Ayesha: Ooooh! Beautiful. In Pakistan, they use the roots, leaves and flowers as medicine
- and for treatment of hair also.
Faduumo: Same in Somalia, for illnesses such as colds and constipation. A plant of many
blessings. And after water, the greatest liquid to pass down the human throat.
Ayesha: Hear, hear. (They both laugh). Now, if we do a recap of the programme so far,
for January we’ve got the radio show plus the twelve hour fund raising Nanathon, which
just keeps growing! Its turning out to be an inter-generational jamboree...
Faduumo: .. Sorry, just remembered something – part of the jamboree! Must tell you
before I forget again. Remember me mentioning a friend, who’s a post-grad. student at
SOAS; we’ll, he said he’d like to deliver an interactive workshop around languages and
their speakers, focusing on the four that Nana Asma’u spoke: Fulfude, Arabic, Hausa and
Tamacheck – the language of the Tuareg.
Ayesha: Bring him in! I don’t know anything about the language of the Tuareg – and only a
little about the other three. Talking of languages, I was thinking the other day, that it would
have been awesome to have seen her teaching, or speaking to a multi-ethnic gathering switching between the four: imagine that! To observe, listen - and marvel. I’d probably sit
their open mouthed, like I’m catching flies or something! (She makes the face and they
laugh)
Faduumo: Or like me, goggle-eyed like a clown! (Also making a face, the laughing
continues). Anyway, we’re not doing too bad: we’re both bi-lingual. Hey! We should think
about SIS Arabic language workshops. So many of us don’t know the sacred language of
our faith: lets make our contribution to changing that.
Ayesha: Yes I agree. As well as certain figures in our respective communities, there’s also
your SOAS link – and Arabic language students elsewhere, seeking teaching experience.
Faduumo: Perfect: That’s one way we’ll be able to attract tutors - by offering teaching
experience, to those needing to boost their CVs: something for them, something for us. I
love symbiosis! Anyway, we’ll talk more about the language sessions.
Ayesha: Yes, we will. That’s definetly something SIS should be concerned about – and
involved in implementing. Now, the Nanathon is growing! As is the workshop content of it.
Recaping further; for the little ones, there’s activities such as the children’s art corner, drum
circle and face-painting. There will also be African dance, tabla performance, poetry
readings, acoustic music - and a sweet selection of Nigerian, Pakistani and Somali food.
Its heartening the way people are rallying around, offering to make their contribution – and
from such a diverse range of backgrounds and faiths!
Faduumo: Truly – Masha’Allah. I think they appreciate that its being organised by young
people – and that all proceeds will go to supporting the youth: a Somali youth association

and a Pakistani girls project. A neighbour of mine said we’re doing what the older ones
can’t do – bringing communities together.
Ayesha: Ahhh! That’s beautiful! You can’t buy that kind of feedback. Wow! ( a pause in
silence) I know everyone loves the term we’ve chosen for ourselves: SIS – Sister in
Sunnah.
Faduumo : Yes Ayesha, you are my sister in Sunnah, because we aspire to follow the
path of the Prophet. (Touching her right hand on her left breast, she bows her head to
Ayesha.
Ayesha: My SIS! (Ayesha returns the gesture).
There is the sound of a text message coming through. Faduumo picks her phone off
the table. As she begins to read, a loud bang is heard. The scene darkens, to
another: witness to a bomb blast. An old woman is screaming, while someone tries
to calm her. Some are holding their heads in shock and disbelief. A few are cut and
bloody. Others are coughing, choking, from the dust, smoke and fumes. Two are
cursing the ones who sent the bomb. A group have begun searching amongst the
rubble.
Ayesha: Hey, what’s wrong?
Faduumo: They’ve just let off another bomb in Mogadishu, near the main market.
Ayesha: (with a heavy sigh) More innocent blood: may Allah watch over those who will
soon be grieving. ( She goes to her friend, holding her, letting her head rest on her
shoulder). My heart goes out to you Sista Faduumo. Two days ago, when they let one off
in Pakistan, I cried my eyes out - and each time they kill, brings them no nearer to their
goal.
Faduumo: And they call themselves al-Shabab. How dare they! Who gives them the right
to call themselves that, which we know means the youth. Do they think they’re
representing the young people of Somalia. That they carry our aspirations? Who gave
them that mandate?
Ayesha: Yes my friend, that’s the burning question – who gave them the mandate? You, I
and everyone else knows, it never came from Allah. Would God really say its alright, to
plant a bomb in a market or a shopping centre?
Faduumo: Sad that the world knows the name al-Shabab, but not the name Dada Masiti.
You know, she’s the only recognised female saint in Somalia. If you ask me where I would
have like to have lived in the 19th century, I would say Barawa, one of the great city-states
of the Somali coastline, that traded across the Indian Ocean. But my first and paramount
reason, is its location as a place of great scholars, such as Sheikh al-Amawi, Sheikh
Uways and Dada - meaning grandmother – Masiti. They’ll remember a term for terrorism,
but not the name of the teacher. She was a teacher, mentor and mediator, whose poetry
brought many to tears.
Ayesha: That’s why organisations such as SIS have got to persevere: to counteract. We
know the teachings of women such as Nana Asma’u and Dada Masiti, are of more
significance, than the message of the suicide bomber. They still recite the poetry of both

these women. Who knows the name of the one who wore the deadly vest? Come, sister of
mine, we have work to do. Shall we resume with another glass of crucial red – and one of
your mum’s top-ranking samosas? Yes? Good, I’ll get them. (She exists, while Faduumo
wipes her face – and bows her head in silent prayer).
Returning with a tray of samosas and a big smile, she kisses Faduumo on the
forehead, then places the food on the table, in front of the sofa. They relish the
food, for the taste and for the distraction. The sighs of world-weariness, are largely
replaced, by those of culinary wonder. Faduumo pours them both another glass of
hibiscus drink. The savouring and licking of lips – the simple celebration of good
food.
Ayesha: Before what we know as organised religion, this must have been the drink of the
gods.
Faduumo: Or as a morning tonic for the general population. After the morning wash, the
hibiscus boost.
Ayesha: They should give it on prescription!
Faduumo: Hear, hear (they both laugh and Faduumo presses the hand of her friend).
Ayesha: When I went to the kitchen, I thought about what you said about Dada Masiti. I
often think about Fouzia Saeed when I’m troubled – she’s my lighthouse: when my
brainwaves are tossing and turning, restless as a storm. Through the Islamaphobia here,
the terrorism in Pakistan: the sometimes static commentary of male relatives (Faduuma
nods and sighs in agreement). She’s amazing! The tackler of issues that need
addressing. For me, she is the Beautiful Counteractor - of domestic violence, debt
bondage, sexual harassment - and talibisation. A long-time campaigner, she knows the
way through the fog, so I follow her footsteps.
Faduumo: May Allah bless those who have gone before us
Ayesha: Insha’Allah.
Fadummo: Fouzia Saeed reminds me of my namesake, Fadummo Dayib, who is hoping
to become the first female president of Somalia. She’s a former refugee, a specialist in
public health, a long-time worker for the United Nations. Aren’t we privileged, honoured, to
bask in the light of these women: to feel the warmth of their brilliance.
Ayesha: To feel their sunbeams on our skin... OK, now for February. Insha’Allah, we’ll
have Dylia bint Hamadi Camara, here to speak! Which would be the greatest. I can see
the poster now...In honour of the Yan Taru, SIS presents a lecture by Dylia bint Hamadi
Camara.
Ayesha: Wohoo!
Faduumo: Yes, and by that time, our flyers/posters will be well distributed, so people will
know that the YAN TARU – meaning the Associates – was /is the truly pioneering
educational project for women, founded by our heroine. Those were some tough,
determined women, travelling in all weathers, through sandstorm and rainstorm.

Ayesha: Definitely! (Lights out on this scene, highlighting another, where we see a
group of women, trodding through heavy rain; drenched - slipping, falling: keeping
their spirits up, by singing the poems of the teacher. The one leading the singing,
wears a malfa hat – headwear of achievement and distinction).
Faduumo: They were on a mission – a sisterhood mission – like us. I hope we remain as
determined as them.
Ayesha: We will.
Faduumo: Without a doubt. (They salute each other, smiling). So hopefully, we’ll be
blessed with the presence of our Malian sista, Dyila, who is the international ambassador
for the Yan Taru. When you think that in present day Kano, in northern Nigeria, 99% of the
women are illiterate, what Nana Asmau was doing in the early part of the 19 th century, was
truly monumental. She said to herself – and then to others – that if due to the stranglehold
of seclusion, the women can’t come to me, then I must go to them: so she founded the Yan
Taru and trained the teachers known as jajis, to go into the homes of those in purdah. Most
of these women were married by the age of twelve or thirteen, so unless they had the
support of their husband, father or an older brother, education stopped. So Nana and her
crew went to them, during their beautiful itinerary. May Allah bless her in her rest. 20 th
century organisations like FOMWAN – Federation of Muslim Women’s Associations in
Nigeria – were inspired by the work of Nana and her Yan Taru. And FOMWAN has gone on
to inspire similar set-ups, in other West African nations.
Ayesha: Wonderful! FOMWAN reminds me of the All-Pakistan Women’s Association,
founded in 1949, by the great activist/educator, Begum Ra’ana Liaqat Ali Khan, known as
the ‘’Mother of Pakistan’’. But to think that the Yan Taru association, which began in
Nigeria, in the 19th century, now has 21st century branches in other parts of West Africa, as
well as in America. When I think about it, Nana was truly blessed, to have a father such as
Usman dan Fodio – as I am by mine - who against male consensus, educated all his
daughters. He thought it deplorable that scholars would go out of their homes to teach, or
invite students in, but wouldn’t educate the female members of his own family. I know that
one sister of our heroine – amongst others - Khadija, translated the Maliki foundational
text, Mukhtasar of Kalil, from Arabic into Fulfude. We know the world is richer, for
educating women also. OK, so the speech for February. Then March is you and I – and our
joint talk. The more I think about it, I think of it as a good idea, because I do get asked now
and again about Sufism - so lets give the general public a chance to find out about it: in the
country of your roots, as well as in the country of mine, because Nana Asmau was a sufi.
Its lovely to think that in Sufi shrines in Pakistan, such as in the Punjab and Sindh
province, people of other faiths gather there too, such as Hindus, Sikhs and Christians. I
feel proud of Pakistan when I hear stories like that. But isn’t that beautiful?
Faduumo: Very beautiful, Ayesha. We need to hear more stories like that.
Ayesha: Don’t we! I mentioned Sindh province to you before, because its the area where
most of the people of African descent live, as well as in Balochistan. There are roads in the
Sindh region, with names such as Mombassa Street and Sheedi Village. I remember the
surprise on your face, when I told you of those variously called Sheedi, Siddi, or Makrani –
the African Pakistanis. I’m sure I must have mentioned as well, that Pakistan has the
highest number of people of African ancestry, resident in southern Asia.
Faduumo: Yes you did. A story long overdue for its telling – and appraisal. I’d like to do

research into the two African-Pakistani figures you’ve mentioned previously – the poet
Noor Meem Danish and the teacher, poet and historian, Mohammad Siddique Musafir.
Ayesha: I agree – and I’d like to help you with that research. So the sufi connection is
Qadiriyya, which is well known in Pakistan – as well as Nigeria, where the family lineage
that Nana Asma’u came from, were members. Whatever our thinking about Sufism, for me,
its interesting to see the way other believers praise the Creator: to watch the hundreds of
white-apparelled and hatted men, chanting and swaying together. Anyway, I’ve picked out
some YouTube clips to show. (Blackout to a scenario of rows of white apparelled,
white hatted men, chanting and moving together: swaying, bending at the waist,
turning from side to side, jumping – all in unison).
Faduumo: The Qadiriyya is popular in Somalia also. Dada Masiti was a member of it.
Ayesha: That proves its international network, from its mother house in Baghdad: the
oldest of all the Sufi orders. I’ve also picked out some music by the Pakistani female
singer, Abida Parveen. When I think of it, to balance things up, we should do a session on
Wahhabism, which is something else people ask me about, but as far as I know, it doesn’t
apply to Nana Asma’u; which, digressing slightly, brings me to an idea for SIS - that of
surgeries. Doctors have them, MPs have them, so lets have SIS sugeries: facilitating
discussion and debate, open to the general public, about aspects of Islamic belief.
Faduumo: That’s a great idea! Could turn out to be a crucial one. Maybe we could have a
trial one during the Year.
Ayesha: Yes possibly. Lets talk some more about this.
Faduumo: We’ve got a lot to talk about (they both laugh). OK, so that’s January,
February, March and April, because in April we’ve got the Nana Sitaat. What’s on the
agenda for May, my pioneering sister?
Ayesha: Well, I think we should we go with the idea of the youth creative writing
completion. Try and reach as many schools and youth groups as possible, inviting them to
contribute writings about women of colour: in the two categories of prose and poetry – a
first and second prize in each category. One of the chainstore bookshops here, said they’d
donate books as prizes. I’m looking into other possible prize givers. So May will be the
reading and award evening.
Faduumo: Yes. And I’ll contact the university to see if they’ve still got their
volunteering/community engagement initiative going, to see whether they would allot one
or two students, to help with the school and youth club liaison.
Ayesha: Great idea. Oooh! (savouring another samosa) Your mother’s hands have been
blessed by God.
Faduumo: Believe it! And I’m privileged to be a recipient of that blessing every day. I’ll
take her with me when I get married! The honeymoon too! No hotel food for me! (They
both laugh – high fiving).
Ayesha: So on into June. Are we still going with the idea of a picnic?
Faduumo: Yes, certainly - lets welcome the summer in SIS style! To honour the

nurturing/mentoring side of her nature. Because of all her other work, we sometimes forget
that she had six children – all boys. But the picnic would be in remembrance of the work
that she done with orphans and refugees.
Ayesha: Maybe get in touch with Refugee Support, to see whether they would like to join
in.
Faduumo: Yes, bring them all in! So lets designate a spot by the river, with enough shade.
With enough space to kick a ball and fly a Frisbee. We’ll make sure there’s a couple of first
aiders around – and we’ll run shifts for litter clearance. Ask all attendees to bring
something – savoury, sweet or liquid. All are welcome – open field! Maybe bring a couple
of barbecue units too.
Ayesha: Good idea! Imagine the smell in the air! It won’t be hard for people to find us!
Faduumo: I’ll bring some of my mother’s legendary samosas, embellished with hot chilli
peppers; and I’ll make a spicy mango, tofu and pumpkin salad.
Ayesha: And I’ll bring mushroom in pitta and a portion of banana dumplings. Festival of
food!
Faduumo: Its a good job we share a love of food! (She gives her the thumps up).
Ayesha: (The gesture is returned) Isn’t it!! So that’s June taken care of – onto July.
Faduumo: July is our month of henna. A women’s only session, sharing different styles of
henna usage: Nigerian, Pakistani and Somali.
Ayesha: In Pakistan, we call it Mehndi. And like you, we use it for weddings and for the
Eid festivities. Really looking forward to that one, as I think henna application is a real art,
an embellishment. When someone paints my leg, its like a one-off, my own personal
masterpiece. Bless the women of cone and paste. (A series of large images are seen, of
henna designs, on the hands, arms, legs and feet, of African and Asian women).
Faduumo: Yes, bless them... Hey, why don’t we photograph all the designs from the
session - and use them as the basis of an exhibition!
Ayesha: Brilliant idea! And there’s no shortage of prospective venues. Could maybe
incorporate the college students from the hair and beauty and art courses. Hey, that
exhibition idea could have a lot of reverberations .
Faduumo: (musing) Yes, I can see that, a lot of potential; especially round more
community engagement – and the possible introduction of the idea of Cultural Studies.
Imagine that though sis, you and I, being involved in spearheading the provision of Asian
Studies and African Studies, in the local and regional colleges. Wow!
Ayesha (also musing): Yes. I think quite a few things will emanate from this Year for Nana
Asma’u. Very exciting! So then there is August, which you have graciously given to me, to
celebrate Pakistani Independence, which will be done in conjunction with the Pakistani
Girls Project. We’re going to feature my heroine, the aforementioned Fouzia Saeed – as
well as Mariam Sultana Karachi, the first Pakistani women, to receive a doctorate in
Astrophysics. Be great if she could speak for us. Even if I didn’t understand what she was

saying, be good just to hear it come out of her mouth! I could get a translation later! (They
both laugh). Fouzia Saeed, Fouzia Saeed, I say her name like a mantra. Patron Saint of
the Crisis Centres. She’s the one I’d really like to hear talk. Or to see her dance. Due to
her lifelong interest and research into Pakistani folklore, which has a focus on theatre and
dance, she has developed a love of dance. (Switch to a scene, where lights show a
group of women, in bright-coloured shalwar kameez, immersed in movement dancing the ghidda, a Punjabi folk dance: with dhol and hand clapping).
Faduumo: Whenever she comes to speak in this country, you tell me and I’ll go with you.
These women are a blessed fusion, of the polymath and the sage.
Ayesha: You said it Sis! (They touch fists, smiling). So from August into September,
which is the night of African and Asian literary figures - where attendees can come up and
read short poems, speech excerpts and short articles, by their favourite Asian and African
female writers – interspersed with Q and A time. A session in recognition of the literary
works of Nana Asam’u, on subject matter such as history, education, law and grammar –
as well as her poetry, which was the oil of the Yan Taru engine. They say that between her,
her father, brother and uncle, they produced over three hundred books!
Ayesha: Wow! I think the Central Library would be a good venue for that: I’ll check out
availability. That session could be another great inter-generational happening, especially if
we run it during the day at the weekend.
Faduumo; Yes, I’m looking forward to that one. Then there’s October - Black History
Month and me. Think I’m going to focus like you, on the 21 st century figures: going to look
at the pioneering teacher/activists, in countries such as Ghana, Senegal and Niger.
Anyway, I need to use the loo! (She exits). Ayesha picks up another samosa and
begins to enjoy it; then picking up a stapled sheaf of papers from the table, she
begins to read from it...
Come, Little One
‘’Come, little one’’, she says, as she hears the almajiri, with plastic bowl, on his everyday
mission of begging. A boy of seven, camouflaged by dirt. Trudging barefoot; with hair that
wishes for a comb – and skin that begs for oil. She gives him sesame seedcakes,
embellished with honey – and a large cup of tuffam. For the first time that day, a smile
emblazons his serious visage. After wishing the blessings of Allah on her, the unknown boy
from another madrassa, continues on his precarious existence. (Faduumo returns as
she finishes reading).
Ayesha: We need to think more about that idea, of SIS Publications, if only to publish this
collection of writings in celebration of our heroine.
Faduumo: With an introduction by you!
Ayesha: Who else? (They both laugh)
Faduumo: Would you like some coffee or tea, sis?
Ayesha: No thanks, I’m fine with the red stuff.
Faduumo: So am I! (She pours herself another drink, taking a few moments to enjoy
it) OK, where were we? That’s right, now we’re into November. But I can’t remember,

what’s on the agenda. Enlighten me Ayesha.
Ayesha: Well, we’d said that to commemorate her mediations skills of wide renown, a
friend of a friend with her friends, would run workshops on peace and reconciliation,
targeting youth representatives, youth workers, community activists and teachers.
Faduumo: Yes, that’s right. Should be a lot of interest in that. For general use - and as a
useful tool: to help counteract the on-going regional rise in Islamophobia, which as you
know, is increasingly directed at young people. If there’s a lot of interest and positive
feedback, we could look into further training and possible accreditation, especially for
those who want to go into advocacy and mediation.
Ayesha: Definitely. That’s what I’m talking about, when I talk of emanations. OK, then the
final month and the grand finale. During the month, we could exhibit the photographs from
the henna session. Then have a finale evening in the first week of December, before the
Christmas focus, where we could show an edited version – due to time – from the filming,
highlighting aspects of the year’s activities. A celebratory video, that everyone who took
part or attended, can feel good about. Then finish the evening with performances and
food. You know there’s got to be food!
Faduuma: Yes, I know there’s got to be food! So I’ll make a lentil curry, to be washed
down with a date, cardoman and banana smoothie.
Ayesha: And I’ll make spiced potatoes, to be washed down with shardai, which is made
from almonds, milk and pistachios.
Faduuma: If nothing else, we’ll eat good next year!
Ayesha: Won’t we? (They both laugh).
Faduuma: This is going to be awesome!
Ayesha: A fantastic adventure.
Faduuma: When you think about it, its a massive undertaking, with which to launch our
project. But so was the Yan Taru – spiritually, socially and physically: we know our spiritual
mothers put the miles in! Anyway, we’ll have to assign someone to press liaison, to keep
the publicity opportunities going, online and hard copy – newspapers, local radio and
regional tv. To keep a scrapbook of clippings also. Get our sisters, cousins and friends to
do this and that throughout the year – our merry band of volunteers.
Ayesha: The final highlight would be if we could get both our respective mosques to open,
on the day of the finale evening – or at least one of them. So we need to start speaking to
the imams – and the respected, older women of our communities, such as your mother
and mine. Yes, lets get the mosques open – and open a few more minds. (Lights are
dimmed here, appearing brighter nearby - on a scene where members of the
general community are walking round inside a mosque, conversing with
congregation members and with the imam. A scene to raise the spirit and make the
face smile).
Faduuma: Work towards making the mosque openings a regular happening, say, once a
quarter.

Ayesha: Wouldn’t that be something!
Faduuma: Wouldn’t it.
Ayesha: OK, my inspirational sis, I must go. (She raises herself from the sofa, taking
her coat from where it is hung on the back of a chair and putting it on, while
Fauumo exits).
Faduumo : (quickly returning, with cling film, which she uses to wrap two samosas
in) Here, take these.
Ayesha : Ahhh, Masha’Allah. (They both move towards the front door. Faduumo
opens it. They hug and kiss each other on the cheek)
Faduumo: (clasping her hands in front of her, while bowing her head) Bless you sis,
my Sister in Sunnah. May Allah watch over you, in your going out and coming in.
Ayesha: (returning the gesture) Bless you sis, my Sister in Sunnah. May Allah shower
your days, with continual blessings.
Then they wave and blow kisses to each other, until they are out of sight. Faduumo
turns back to the room, places the jug and glasses on the tray, turns off the lamp,
blows out the candle – and exits.

THE END
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